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Social Ethics: Morality and Social Policy
The most trusted and reader-friendly guide on how to make the right decisions
when facing ethical issues in clinical practice Clinical Ethics teaches healthcare
providers how to effectively identify, evaluate, and resolve ethical issues in clinical
medicine. Using the author’s acclaimed “four box” approach and numerous
illustrative case examples, the book enables practitioners to gain a better
understanding of the complexities involved in ethical cases and demonstrates how
to find a solution for each case study. Clinical Ethics goes beyond theory to offer a
solid decision-making strategy applicable to real-world practice. Readers will learn
an easy-to-apply system based on simple questions about medical indications,
patient preferences, quality of life, and contextual features that clearly explain
clinical ethics and help them formulate a sound diagnosis and treatment strategy.
The case examples have been especially selected to demonstrate how principles
apply to everyday practice. The eighth edition has been extensively revised to
reflect the latest challenges, such as the those involving medical data, legal issues,
the unrepresented patient, and problems of continuity and discharge

Health Care Ethics
By presenting models for understanding animals' moral status and rights, and
examining their mental lives and welfare, the author explores the implications for
how we should treat animals in connection with our diet, zoos, and research.

Social Ethics
A module designed to introduce high school students to contemporary ethical
issues related to advances in the life sciences.

Animal Rights: A Very Short Introduction
A Practical Companion to Ethics, Third Edition, is a concise and accessible
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introduction to the basic attitudes and skills that make ethics work, like thinking for
oneself, creative and integrative problem-solving, and keeping an open mind. This
unique volume illuminates the broad kinds of practical intelligence required in
moral judgment, complementing the narrower theoretical considerations that often
dominate ethics courses. It offers practical instruction in problem-solving by
demonstrating how to frame an ethical problem and deal effectively with ethical
disagreements. The book also presents ethics as an ongoing learning experience,
helping students to deal with both the complexities of their individual lives and
with the larger issues that exist in the world around them. The third edition retains
the most popular features of the previous edition, including challenging and
relevant end-of-chapter exercises; brief text boxes that define key terms and
review core strategies; and short dialogues that illustrate ethical dilemmas. The
optimistic tone and brisk pace of the narrative provide an entertaining and
intelligent guide to "everyday" morality. The third edition includes a more
extensive treatment of ethics and religion (Chapter 2), which provides the
framework for a moral dialogue that reaches across sectarian divides. It also
contains a revised final chapter on the continuously unfolding nature of ethical
understanding and an expanded appendix that gives detailed advice on writing
various types of ethics papers. Ideal for introductory courses in ethics and applied
ethics, A Practical Companion to Ethics, Third Edition, can also be used in any
course related to critical thinking.

Biomedical Ethics
While tens of thousands of people across the United States serve on hospital and
other healthcare ethics committees (HECs), almost no carefully prepared
educational material exists for HEC members. Ethics by Committee is a one volume
collection of chapters developed exclusively for this educational purpose. Experts
in bioethics, clinical consultation, health law, and social psychology from across the
country contribute chapters on ethics consultation, education, and policy
development.

The Oxford Handbook of Bioethics
This best-selling anthology of readings with case studies provides insightful and
comprehensive treatment of ethical issues in medicine. Appropriate for courses
taught in philosophy departments, bioethics programs, as well as schools of
medicine and nursing, the collection covers such provocative topics as biomedical
enhancement, clinical trials in developing countries, animal research, physicianassisted suicide, and health care reform. The text's effective pedagogical features
include chapter introductions, argument sketches, explanations of medical terms,
headnotes, and annotated bibliographies.

Bioethics
Exploring Bioethics
Contemporary Debates in Bioethics features a timelycollection of highly readable,
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debate-style arguments contributedby many of today’s top bioethics scholars,
focusing on corebioethical concerns of the twenty-first century. Written in an
engaging, debate-style format for accessibilityto non-specialists Features general
introductions to each topic that precedescholarly debates Presents the latest,
cutting-edge thoughts on relevantbioethics ideas, arguments, and debates

Bioethics
Skepticism remains a central and defining issue in epistemology, and in the wider
tradition of Western philosophy. To better understand the contemporary position of
this important philosophical subject, Allan Hazlett introduces a range of topics,
including: • Ancient skepticism • skeptical arguments in the work of Hume and
Descartes • Cartesian skepticism in contemporary epistemology • anti-skeptical
strategies, including Mooreanism, nonclosure, and contextualism • additional
varieties of skepticism • the practical consequences of Cartesian skepticism
Presenting a comprehensive survey of the key problems, arguments, and theories,
together with additional readings, A Critical Introduction to Skepticism is an ideal
guide for students and scholars looking to understand how skepticism is shaping
epistemology today.

Encyclopedia of Bioethics
The first comprehensive account of the ethical issues facing biological
anthropologists today.

Health Care Ethics
This first book of its kind for the medical profession brings the real-world
translation of ethics to the care of patients, conduct of protocols, and training of
professionals. An interactive, case-oriented approach to mental health ethics,
Professionalism and Ethics: Q & A Self-Study Guide for Mental Health Professionals
consists of questions and answers developed by the authors and fourteen
contributors from backgrounds as diverse as family medicine, research ethics,
social psychology, and public health. They draw on personal experience in the care
of people with mental illness, in mental health research, and in clinical training to
generate scenarios that pose ethical questions. Some questions are narrow and to
the point, such as responding to a suspicion of child abuse; others require a more
nuanced approach, such as dealing with conflict of interest posed by a
pharmaceutical company. They then resolve these questions in alignment with an
understanding of ethical principles, the standards of their fields, the law, and the
expectations of mental health professionals. The brief case descriptions that frame
each ethical question echo the real-life complexities of clinical practice and are
presented in single-answer, multiple-choice format modeled after key medical
licensure and specialty certification organizations. Following an overview of ethics
and professionalism, questions cover four broad areas: core concepts, clinical care,
medical research, and interactions with colleagues and trainees. Explanations
following the questions offer background information about relevant ethical
concepts and related legal and clinical considerations. A subsequent section
features another set of questions for self-assessment, followed by answers with
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citations to appropriate references. The book's overall approach is geared to
underscore the following areas of concern: Essential ethical skills, such as
understanding how personal values affect patient care, recognizing high-risk
situations in which ethical problems arise, and building ethical safeguards Core
ethical principles, including nonmaleficence, beneficence, autonomy, respect,
justice, veracity, fidelity, and privacy Key clinical ethics issues, including
maintaining therapeutic boundaries, patient non-abandonment, informed consent
and treatment refusal, alternative decision making and advance directives,
confidentiality, reporting colleague misconduct, and caring for difficult patients.
Trainees and experienced clinicians alike will be richly rewarded by considering the
dilemmas posed here. Developed with an extensive review process, reference
verifications, and iterative crosschecks, this book facilitates professionalism as a
core competency in medicine as it instills the need for ongoing consideration of
ethical behaviors and principles in the daily practice of psychiatry.

Bioethics
Provides material that encourages reflective and critical examination of key
contemporary moral problems. This book enhances the teachability and maintains
its ability to bring the central issues into clear focus, while allowing supporting
arguments for diverse positions to be presented by those who embrace them.

Bioethics: An Anthology
Bonnie Steinbock presents the authoritative, state-of-the-art guide to current
issues in bioethics, covering 30 topics in original essays by some of the world's
leading figures in the field, as well as by some newer 'up-and-comers'. Anyone who
wants to know how the central debates in bioethics have developed in recent
years, and where the debates are going, will want to consult this book.

Social Ethics
Ethics of Assisted Reproductive Medicine
An updated and expanded successor to Culver and Gert's Philosophy in Medicine,
this book integrates moral philosophy with clinical medicine to present a
comprehensive summary of the theory, concepts, and lines of reasoning
underlying the field of bioethics. Rather than concentrating narrowly on bioethics
and investigating moral philosophy only marginally, the authors provide an explicit
account of common morality and show how it applies to and is modified by the
realities of clinical medicine. Such broader knowledge finds its specific practical
application when one attempts to resolve the more complex and difficult cases.
This book does not attempt to settle all controversial matters, but rather provides
an ethical framework that various parties to the dispute can accept and use as a
basis for reaching agreement. Thus, the authors' main goal is to facilitate ethical
discussion. Their detailed analyses of death and disease maintain the theoretical
objectivity of these concepts while recognizing their central role in social and
medical practices. They also provide in-depth discussions of the central concepts
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and issues in bioethics: competence, consent, justification for moral rule violations,
and confidentiality. Paternalism, one of the most pervasive problems in clinical
medicine, is accorded special attention. All these concepts have been integrated
and systematically grounded within common morality. The book is richly illustrated
with discussions of clinical cases. The authors explicitly compare their position with
other accounts of bioethics such as principlism, casuistry, and virtue theory. Their
discussion of euthanasia and physician-assisted suicide clarifies and evaluates the
recent legal decisions on these topics. The arguments throughout the volume
stand out with characteristic clarity and cogency. A fresh and all-encompassing
approach to bioethics that does not shy away from controversy, Bioethics: A
Return to Fundamentals will interest not only students in philosophy of medicine
and medical ethics courses, but also moral philosophers and bioethicists, as well as
doctors, nurses, and other health care professionals.

Relativism
In their thought-provoking and insightful revised introductory ethics text, authors
Michael Panicola, David Belde, John Slosar, and Mark Repenshek address complex
and controversial health care issues that are very much a part of our everyday
lives. Using a normative framework, the authors incorporate specific issues, case
studies, and multimedia aides in each chapter to encourage students to engage in
moral discourse and reflection. The authors' stimulating faith-based discussion of
how particular circumstances in society have an impact on ethical decision making
is a significant contribution to our understanding of the complex relationship
between health care issues and ethics. Linking new material, including chapters on
the patient-physician relationship, regenerative medicine, the
pharmaceutical/device industry, and health care reform, to classic chapters on
reproductive technology, abortion and maternal-fetal care, stem cell research,
genomic technologies, and end-of-life care, the authors underscore the important
real-life concerns and issues that confront people in their daily living and the need
to discern these concerns and issues with the goal of attaining human and social
flourishing. Key additions to the revised text include a glossary; updated facts,
figures, tables, and statistics; new case studies; chapter discussion questions,
including social-ethics questions; and social analysis.

An Introductory Philosophy of Medicine
Ethics by Committee
With an assortment of readings and perspectives from some of the most respected
thinkers of our time, Social Ethics: Morality and Social Policy provides a balanced,
engaging introduction to today’s most pressing social and moral problems. This
highly popular anthology illuminates the issues at the heart of each contemporary
problem and encourages critical, fair-minded examination of varying
viewpoints—all presented in the words of those who embrace them. Helpful
editorial features include substantial chapter introductions, a summary preceding
each selection, discussion questions, and bibliographies for further reading.
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Physician-Assisted Suicide: What are the Issues?
Perfect for introductory ethics courses, this popular anthology encourages a critical
examination of contemporary moral problems by presenting differing viewpoints
on issues like the death penalty; euthanasia; hate speech and censorship; world
hunger and global justice; and the environment. The readings, of which over 40%
are new to this Sixth Edition, include relevant legal opinions, as well as selections
from the work of some of the most respected contemporary writers and thinkers.

On Moral Medicine
Transcending the overplayed debate between utilitarians and rights theorists, the
book offers a fresh methodological approach with specific constructive conclusions
about our treatment of animals. David DeGrazia provides the most thorough
discussion yet of whether equal consideration should be extended to animals'
interests, and examines the issues of animal minds and animal well-being with an
unparalleled combination of philosophical rigor and empirical documentation. This
book is an important contribution to the field of animal ethics.

Taking Animals Seriously
""Public Bioethics collects the most influential essays and articles of James F.
Childress, a leading figure in the field of contemporary bioethics. These essays,
including new, previously unpublished material, cohere around the idea of "public
bioethics," which involves analyzing and assessing public policies in biomedicine,
health care, and public health, often through public deliberative bodies. The
volume is divided into four sections. The first concentrates on the principle of
respect for autonomy and paternalistic policies and practices. The second explores
the tension among bioethics, public policy, and religious convictions. It pays
particular attention to the role of religious convictions in the formation of public
policies and to the basis and limits of exemptions of health care providers who
conscientiously oppose providing certain legal and patient-sought services. The
third section looks at practices and policies related to organ transplantation.
Childress focuses particularly on determining death, obtaining first-person consent
for deceased organ donation, and allocating donated organs effectively and fairly.
The book's fourth and final section maps the broad terrain of public health ethics,
proposes a triage framework for the use of resources in public health crises,
addresses public health interventions that potentially infringe civil liberties, and
sheds light on John Stuart Mill's misunderstood legacy for public health
ethics."--Provided by publisher.

Human Identity and Bioethics
Relativism, an ancient philosophical doctrine, is once again a topic of heated
debate. In this book, Maria Baghramian and Annalisa Coliva present the recent
arguments for and against various forms of relativism. The first two chapters
introduce the conceptual and historical contours of relativism. These are followed
by critical investigations of relativism about truth, conceptual relativism, epistemic
relativism, and moral relativism. The concluding chapter asks whether it is possible
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to make sense of relativism as a philosophical thesis. The book introduces readers
to the main types of relativism and the arguments in their favor. It also goes
beyond the expository material to engage in more detailed critical responses to the
key positions and authors under discussion. Including chapter summaries,
suggestions for further reading, and a glossary, Relativism is essential reading for
students of philosophy as well as those in related disciplines where relativism is
studied, such as anthropology, sociology, and politics.

Public Bioethics
This anthology encourages a critical examination of contemporary moral problems
by presenting differing viewpoints on issues such as: the death penalty;
euthanasia; hate speech and censorship; world hunger and global justice; and the
environment. The readings, half of which are new to this fifth edition, include
relevant opinions, as well as selections of work from contemporary writers and
thinkers.

Contemporary Debates in Bioethics
"This brief textbook of human development covers the events of fertilization,
gestation, and sex determination, followed by descriptions of the science of
cloning, stem cells, and genome sequencing. The chapter covering the science is
juxtaposed with a chapter discussing ethical questions that arise, such as when
does life begin, should assisted reproductive technologies be regulated, and should
parents be allowed to choose their child's sex"--Provided by publisher.

A Critical Introduction to Skepticism
The expanded and revised edition of Bioethics: An Anthology is a definitive onevolume collection of key primary texts for the study of bioethics. Brings together
writings on a broad range of ethical issues relating such matters as reproduction,
genetics, life and death, and animal experimentation. Now includes introductions
to each of the sections. Features new coverage of the latest debates on hot topics
such as genetic screening, the use of embryonic human stem cells, and resource
allocation between patients. The selections are independent of any particular
approach to bioethics. Can be used as a source book to complement A Companion
to Bioethics (1999).

Medical Ethics
Collecting a wide range of contemporary and classical essays dealing with medical
ethics, this huge volu me is the finest resource available for engaging the pressin g
problems posed by medical advances. '

Ethical Issues in Modern Medicine
This volume is a definitive, high-qualiity, one-volume collection of key primary
texts for the study of bioethics. In its structure and content, the Anthology is
intended to complement the Companion to Bioethics, edited by the same scholars.
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The Anthology is independent of any particular approach to bioethics. Can be used
as a source book to complement the Companion to Bioethics. Probes more deeply
than the standard anthologies into the foundations of bioethics. More global in
approach than competition.

Applied Ethics
This comprehensive anthology represents the key issues and problems in the field
of medical ethics through the most up-to-date readings and case studies available.
Each of the book's six parts is prefaced with helpful introductions that raise
important questions and skillfully contextualize the positions and main points of
the articles that follow.

Bioethics and the New Embryology
Physician-Assisted Suicide: What are the Issues? offers a detailed discussion of
recent supreme court rulings that have had an impact on the contemporary debate
in the United States and elsewhere over physician-assisted suicide. Two rulings by
the U.S. Supreme Court have altered the contemporary debate on physicianassisted suicide: Washington v. Glucksberg (1997) and Vacco v. Quill (1997). In
these cases, the Supreme Court ruled that state laws could prohibit assisted
suicide and, therefore, physician-assisted suicide. These rulings mark the apex of
over two decades of unprecedented litigation regarding end-of-life care and signal
the beginning of a new clinical, ethical, and legal debate over the extent of an
individual's rights to control the timing, manner, and means of his/her death. The
debate over suicide and assisting suicide is ancient and contentious and
intertwined with questions about the permissibility of voluntary active euthanasia
or mercy killing. Responses to these issues can be divided into those who defend
physician-assisted suicide and many of these other activities and those who object.
But those who object may do so on principled grounds in that they regard these
activities as wrong in all cases, or non-principled, in that they believe there are
more prudent, less disruptive or more efficient policies. The authors in this book
sort out these responses and look at the assumptions underlying them. Several of
these authors give startling new interpretations that a culture gap, deeper and
wider than that in the abortion debate, exists.

Clinical Ethics, 8th Edition
Those involved in end-of-life decision making must take into account both legal
and ethical issues. This book starts with a critical reflection of ethical principles
including ideas such as moral status, the value of life, acts and omissions, harm,
autonomy, dignity and paternalism. It then explores the practical difficulties of
regulating end-of-life decisions, focusing on patients, healthcare professionals, the
wider community and issues surrounding 'slippery slope' arguments. By evaluating
the available empirical evidence, the author identifies preferred ways to regulate
decisions and minimise abuses at the end of life, and outlines an ethical theory
which can provide practical guidance for those engaged in end-of-life decisions.

Organizational Ethics
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Professionalism and Ethics
Biomedical Ethics: A Canadian Focus offers a detailed, engaging examination of
issues and debates encompassing biomedical ethics. Using many Canadian cases
and examples, ethical issues are explored in the context of our health care system.
Debates include patient autonomy, confidentiality, morality, and genetic
engineering, as well other topics related to modern health care. Over one hundred
renowned case studies and articles are included, ranging from early eugenics
programs to moderngenetic testing, giving students valuable insights into
biomedical ethics in Canada.

Ethical Issues in Modern Medicine
Every industry must confront unethical behavior in the workplace. Whether your
students want to pursue careers in business, education, public service, or the
military, they will need a solid foundational understanding of ethics and the impact
their decisions will have on their organizations and their own lives. Bestselling
author, Craig E. Johnson, illustrates the best approaches for developing our ethical
competence. Organizational Ethics: A Practical Approach equips students with the
knowledge and skills they need to make a positive difference in their workplace.
Self-assessments, reflection opportunities, and application projects allow students
to practice their ethical reasoning abilities. Each part of the book focuses on a
different aspect of ethical organizational behavior, examining ethics at the
individual, group, and organizational levels. The revised Fourth Edition includes a
new feature titled Contemporary Issues in Organizational Ethics and new case
studies on current topics such as fake news, sexual harassment, and cultural
appropriation. This book shows how readers can develop their ethical expertise
and provides opportunities to practice problem-solving to defend their decisions.

Biological Anthropology and Ethics
A textbook for undergraduates. Some 70 selections (more than half are new to this
edition) follow an introductory essay. Current controversies (surrogacy, genetic
engineering, proxy consent) are thoroughly covered. Annotation copyrighted by
Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

Biomedical Ethics
When philosophers address personal identity, they usually explore numerical
identity: what are the criteria for a person's continuing existence? When nonphilosophers address personal identity, they often have in mind narrative identity:
Which characteristics of a particular person are salient to her self-conception? This
book develops accounts of both senses of identity, arguing that both are
normatively important, and is unique in its exploration of a range of issues in
bioethics through the lens of identity. Defending a biological view of our numerical
identity and a framework for understanding narrative identity, DeGrazia
investigates various issues for which considerations of identity prove critical: the
definition of death; the authority of advance directives in cases of severe
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dementia; the use of enhancement technologies; prenatal genetic interventions;
and certain types of reproductive choices. He demonstrates the power of personal
identity theory to illuminate issues in bioethics as they bring philosophical theory
to life.

Professionalism and Ethics in Medicine
This book is addressed to all professionals concerned with the health care of
children. It is, first and foremost, a teaching tool. It can be used for class discussion
or case conferences with medical students or residents, nurses, and other staff in
pediatrics or family medicine. It can also be used for self-teaching or continuing
education by those already in practice. No one who reads this book is a beginner at
moral reasoning. However, many may well be beginners at discussions that focus
sharply on the ethical issues in medicine and introduce philosophical analysis. The
goal is to clarify, conceptualize, and guide reasoning in order to come to
conclusions that can be defended with good reasons. Case studies provide the
most successful method of teaching medical ethics, posing the issues as they arise
in real-life situations. The cases in this book are brief and rather skeletal in nature.
This is partly to deflect the natural curiosity of those who are driven to seek more
and more medical details, hoping thus to resolve the ethical issues or avoid them
entirely. It also allows the reader to concentrate on one ethical issue at a time. In
real life, of course, the hard questions arise often several at a time, embedded in a
rich and complex medical and psychosocial background. As one must learn to walk
before one can run, so it is wise to practice on cases where the key issue is
highlighted.

A Practical Companion to Ethics
Ethics of Assisted Reproductive Medicinecompares and contrasts Western and
Islamic models of bioethics to make the case that the Islamic perspective (taken
from the Qur’an and the Sunnah) provides a viable and clear alternative that goes
beyond the dominance of the secular and its various philosophical bases, to give
Revelation and spiritual understanding precedence. In doing so, keeping to
principles, it charts the way out of a confused circle of opinion that is making it
very hard to decide “what is best.”

Ethical Dilemmas in Pediatrics
In this book the author explores the shifting philosophical boundaries of modern
medical knowledge and practice occasioned by the crisis of quality-of-care,
especially in terms of the various humanistic adjustments to the biomedical model.
To that end he examines the metaphysical, epistemological, and ethical
boundaries of these medical models. He begins with their metaphysics, analyzing
the metaphysical positions and presuppositions and ontological commitments upon
which medical knowledge and practice is founded. Next, he considers the
epistemological issues that face these medical models, particularly those driven by
methodological procedures undertaken by epistemic agents to constitute medical
knowledge and practice. Finally, he examines the axiological boundaries and the
ethical implications of each model, especially in terms of the physician-patient
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relationship. In a concluding Epilogue, he discusses how the philosophical analysis
of the humanization of modern medicine helps to address the crisis-of-care, as well
as the question of “What is medicine?” The book’s unique features include a
comprehensive coverage of the various topics in the philosophy of medicine that
have emerged over the past several decades and a philosophical context for
embedding bioethical discussions. The book’s target audiences include both
undergraduate and graduate students, as well as healthcare professionals and
professional philosophers. “This book is the 99th issue of the Series Philosophy and
Medicineand it can be considered a crown of thirty years of intensive and dynamic
discussion in the field. We are completely convinced that after its publication, it
can be finally said that undoubtedly the philosophy of medicine exists as a special
field of inquiry.”

Social Ethics: Morality and Social Policy
The main strength of this book is that it examines the challenges facing the field of
Bioethics today from medical, ethical and legal perspectives. A critical exchange of
ideas from professionals in interdisciplinary fields allows everyone to learn and
benefit from the insights gained through others' experiences. Examining, analyzing
and understanding these complex medical-ethical-legal issues and cases and how
they are resolved will serve as a paradigm for all professionals who will be
confronted with these complex bioethical issues now and in the future. The more
we face these challenges directly, examine them critically and debate them
enthusiastically the more knowledge will be gained and hopefully, we will gain
more practical wisdom.

End-of-Life Decisions in Medical Care
Professionalism and Ethics in Medicine: A Study Guide for Physicians and
Physicians-in-Training is a unique self-study guide for practitioners and trainees
covering the core competency areas of professionalism, ethics, and cultural
sensitivity. This novel title presents real-world dilemmas encountered across the
specialties of medicine, offering guidance and relevant information to assist
physicians, residents, and medical students in their decision-making. The text is
divided into two parts: Foundations and Questions with Answers. The first part
provides a substantive foundation of knowledge in the principles, scholarship,
policy guidelines, and decision-making strategies of the modern health professions.
The second part assists practitioners and trainees in preparing for the complex
issues that arise each day in the settings where health professionals work and train
– clinics, research centers, educational contexts, and communities. Developed by
renowned leaders in a broad range of clinical fields, Professionalism and Ethics in
Medicine: A Study Guide for Physicians and Physicians-in-Training is a major,
invaluable contribution to the literature and an indispensable reference for
clinicians at all levels.
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